The Age of Remembrance Q&A
1995-08-11
1995-0811-001

Beloved and holy and only Child of our Heavenly Father, Child of the one Source,
Child of Light divine, I am the one known as Jeshua ben Joseph -- Jesus, you have
call me -- and it is in great joy that I come to abide with you this evening in
your timing as you have chosen to call me forth. Great joy. A reunion again. A
reunion of the heart of the energy of Light, the energy of Love, a reunion. For
indeed, you never look upon a stranger. You look upon yourSelf with Love.

1995-0811-002

A time of great reunion. That is what these times are about, not only this
evening, but what you would call this age that you are ushering in, that you are
in the midst of. It is a time of reunion, family reunion, as you would see biological
family coming together and celebrating from heart to heart, reunion of ones who
would say, "Well, perhaps I have not laid the physical eye upon you in this
lifetime, but again it is reunion." There is a familiarity as you begin to speak to
another, a brother. There is a familiarity that arises to awareness and you know
that you never go as a stranger into a room. You go as family and you reconnect
and you remember.

1995-0811-003

This is a time of grand reunion as you remember the holy Child that you are, as
you re-member the seemingly separate parts of your Self and you bring them in
and you re-member them into the whole. This is an age of remembrance. An age
of enlightenment, yes it has been called, for you are remembering the Light that
you have agreed to bring to this plane, to this point of focus, and you will shine
your Light upon everything that transpires within your awareness, within your
world.

1995-0811-004

You will shine the Light of your understanding and you will ask for even more so
that you may know it in wholeness. And in knowing it in wholeness then you may
give it to the brothers and sisters in joy so that they may remember that they
are not strangers upon this plane either, they are family.

1995-0811-005

In this time of year there are many of what you call the family reunions, the
picnics where ones come together, together from all different locations and
remember the family of man, of woman, of Light and of Love. That is what you
recently experienced is it not?

1995-0811-006

Yeah.

1995-0811-007

Yes. You went to a gathering and there were the bodies there that perhaps the
visage of the person looked a bit different than what you remembered it to be
and you knew them heart to heart, you knew them. You even spoke unto one and
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called her by a name that she did not identify with in that lifetime, but has been
her name in other lifetime.
1995-0811-008

I called Scott, David.

1995-0811-009

Yes, and this one has been known as David as this one here has been known as
Scott in other lifetimes. You have played with what you would call the musical
chairs with the names, you have changed names. You have chosen certain names
that would out-picture an aspect, a quality of you, a strength in different
lifetimes for you desired to work with the vibrations that that name brought, or
does bring forth.

1995-0811-010

All of you if you will abide with the name that you have chosen, it will reveal to
you certain aspects, qualities that you desire to know, remember well in this
lifetime. There are meanings and there are vibrations. Certain vibrations of power.
Certain vibrations of gentleness. The name that you have chose and indeed you
have, it does not come to you by accident, the name that you have chosen tells
you by its vibrational quality what you are desiring to remember of the total
Self.

1995-0811-012

You mean I told my mother what I wanted my name to be?

1995-0811-013

Yes.

1995-0811-014

I did?

1995-0811-015

You did, yes. You suggested very strongly.

1995-0811-016

When?

1995-0811-017

Before the birthing.

1995-0811-018

In the womb?

1995-0811-019

Before the birthing process, yes, in the womb. And some of you have seen that
you have chosen the parents, perhaps have chosen names for you and there has
been a middle name, as you would call it, a middle name that perhaps you feel
more in alignment with. And that is because you were whispering, shouting very
loudly that perhaps you would want that name and the parents had something
else in mind. Or you have found that somewhere along the line you have selected
another name to play with for awhile and you have renamed yourself.

1995-0811-020

Oftentimes as you go through stages of remembrance, even within what is known
as one lifetime, you take unto yourself a name that characterizes what you are
desiring to remember and to out-picture. So you are free beloved one to change
the name if you desire to.

1995-0811-021

No, I like it fine.

1995-0811-022

Indeed, you should, you whispered it most loudly.
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1995-0811-023

I am named for someone else.

1995-0811-024

Yes.

1995-0811-025

One that was very, very dear to my mother.

1995-0811-026

Yes.

1995-0811-027

And I knew that? I said I want her name?

1995-0811-028

Yes. It was not her name, but you desired to experience and express the qualities
that this one symbolized for your mother. Still symbolizes, it is not finished.
Symbolized would say that it is finished, completed.

1995-0811-029

She seemed to have a very different personality than me.

1995-0811-030

Yes, and yet if you will abide with it you will take it back further and you will
understand that you are out-picturing different aspects of the same qualities.

1995-0811-031

Sometimes you would look upon a quality, there is what you call a range, a clarity
of a quality and you are experiencing and expressing that quality, but perhaps
you would see yourself at this part of the range and the other one was at this
part.

1995-0811-032

I'll have to think on that.

1995-0811-033

Yes. But there is much in that and there is much in the choice of the name. For
what it means, yes, and also for the vibrational quality of it.

1995-0811-034

We have been speaking recently of energy, yes, and one sits here and works with
energy. But we have been speaking of vibrational energy that you are, that you
bring to this plane to express, and we have been speaking about the days that
you are now calling forth, the days that will be known as fifth dimensional
energy, of Light and of Love known as seen upon this plane. Because you are
decreeing to know the family reunion and the remembrance that we have just
spoken of. You are desiring to know that you are one in the heart with even
seeming strangers and to feel that Love and allow it to be radiated as the Light
that you are even upon this physical plane.

1995-0811-035

So that as you allow yourself to feel more and more at ease in the heart with
the love, the Light that activates the body, that activates the form will be
radiated more and more freely throughout even the cells of the body. So that
what you have termed now, the aura will be much more visible than it is now.
Although now it is most visible. And the energy that activates the form will be
measured. You already have technology that can measure the energy of the body,
and this will be seen and measured even more visibly, "proven" even more
demonstrably to people than it is now. For you have decreed that you want to
know the energy of Love that you are. It is a grand time.
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1995-0811-036

All of you have agreed that you will bring forth a new age, as it is called, a
remembrance. You will do it from heart to heart, mind to mind and you will even
call it forth into physicality, into what can be seen and understood by the
brothers and sisters who perhaps yet, do not speak a language that would talk in
terms of Light and Love.

1995-0811-037

You have heard it said from many different sources and you will hear it even more
in the days to come, that there will be established many points of Light,
gatherings of Light. They will be called temples. They will be called sacred
places. They will be called healing centers. They will be called communities. They
will be called places of beauty, collections of beauty both of what is in the
tangible form symbolizing the life process such as what you see as the sculpture,
the artwork and there will also be the living process of the landscaping. Very
much done in oneness with the life process of what you call nature, our Holy
Mother, the Earth. Places of beauty.

1995-0811-038

Many of the brothers and sisters are receiving the ideas, the visions as you have
been feeling, to bring forth remembrances in tangible form upon this plane.
Structures, first of all, buildings, temples, structures that house healing centers.
Structures that house beauty so that ones who perhaps would not set foot into
what they would term a religious building would not speak that language, will
come for various reasons and will be reminded of the wholeness that they are.
Will be uplifted in the heart by what they see in the beauty, in the technological
measurement of science which "proves" to many who speak that language, proves
what is going on.

1995-0811-039

And if you experts say that there is an energy that activates the body, then it
must be true. And if they can measure it and show it to you on piece of paper
somehow, or can activate a light bulb, then the brothers and sisters will say,
"Well I believe it because my experts have told me." And yet you are the ones,
they are the ones who are calling forth the experts and calling forth the "proof"
of what is already known.

1995-0811-040

Many of you, all of you so gathered in this room, will be engaged in bringing forth
healing centers upon this plane, by differing names. Some will call it a healing
center for that is a point of focus, a language that is spoken. Others will bring
forth what is known as the places of beauty for ones to come and to sit in
upliftment with the beauty, of nature and of what has been brought in tangible
form from beauty.

1995-0811-041

All of you will be involved, in-volved, very much involved in the work that has
many different aspects. Already there is a resonance within your heart that was
there even before you came this evening. There has been a desire, a quiet voice
that has been suggesting that perhaps there is a purpose and there is, to all that
you have been doing. There is much of purpose. You have already seen much of
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healing. But you have asked, "Is there more?" And yes, there is more, because you
are the whole. You are more than this point of focus that you identify with in
this time and this space and this personality. You are much more than that and
you are desiring to know the whole, the totality of Self -- with a capital "S".
1995-0811-042

All of you have expressed many lifetimes in service to the brothers and sisters
for you have remembered, discovered, but it is more of a process of remembering,
that in service the heart is allowed to open, that in service you give of yourself in
love and in the giving you remember your Self. So all of you have been very much
motivated and guided to be in service, one kind or another with the brothers and
sisters, and it is true again in this lifetime.

1995-0811-043

Now it is not a heavy responsibility. In fact, it is what you have been already
doing, but it will shift a bit, it will evolve a bit to a place where you will know
joy with it.

1995-0811-044

Some of you will be most directly involved. Others of you will lend support
because you know that there is not separation. You will all find what is your level
of involvement and it is total. But it is different for each one. For indeed total
involvement means that you allow the heart to be there and to support the
brothers and sisters in their awakening and whether you pick up all of the
baggage and you move it another place to be in support in that way or not, does
not matter. Total support means, "I hold the vision of Heaven upon Earth." And
how that out-pictures will differ from one point of Light to another point of
Light, and yet what happens is that as each Light comes on, another one, another
one and another one. After awhile, a short while, you have much Light, the age of
enlightenment.

1995-0811-045

Thank you for bringing the symbol. {To a brother who wore a uniform with a logo
of a lightbulb.}

1995-0811-046

It was a bright idea.

1995-0811-047

Indeed, it was a bright idea, and you are the bright one who heard.

1995-0811-048

Now he's just a dimwit.

1995-0811-049

No, you are not at all dim.

1995-0811-050

I'm so bright my mother calls me Sonny.

1995-0811-051

Yes, and well named. You are the radiance of the Father upon this plane and it is
a joy to behold you.

1995-0811-052

Now, in this evening I have been told that there will be questions. Perhaps
questions that have come from what we have just spoken, perhaps questions that
you brought with you. We will have the questions out and we will play with them.
For indeed that is the purpose of questions, it is to play with them. Not to sit in
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heaviness with them, but to play for they are indeed your playthings. You bring
them forth in order to understand more of who you are. Every question that you
would ask, every question that you would contemplate allows you an avenue of
remembrance. So in this evening we will have what is known as the rap session. I
am not sure what we are rapping, but we will rap.
1995-0811-053

Beloved one, would you have a question in this evening?

1995-0811-054

Yes.

1995-0811-055

Somehow we knew this.

1995-0811-056

At the rap session in Vail, I was gone but, I heard the tape. Someone asked about
past life memories, yours specifically and you said that there were two
remembrances and both with a small "t". You said that the religious people had
one memory of it that the Christ should be very dignified and all, and you had a
different memory that was a favorite of yours.

1995-0811-057

Yes.

1995-0811-058

And the question is, I guess can you speak about history? What is history?

1995-0811-059

History is what is agreed upon in a certain point of focus. There are many lines of
history. You are in a point of focus now, where there is a collective agreement as
to what has been past history. In what you would see as a parallel expression of
you, you accept as a truth -- with a small "t" -- another version of linear
history, of what has been, what might be.

1995-0811-060

What's a parallel expression?

1995-0811-061

Ah, as we have just spoken you are much more than the point of focus that you
identify with right now, much more than the personality that is labeled "Garth."
You also right now and as we are speaking, as we see this now, you are as the
energy of Light that you are, are expressing in other dimensions as you would call
them, other aspects of you, you probably would call it. This is multitudinous,
multi-dimensional.

1995-0811-062

Some of the brothers and sisters can tune into parallel expressions. Some tune
into it without control and are not happy. But always you are expressing on many
different levels, many different dimensions all at what you would see as the same
slice of time and yet time is within the context of that point of focus, that belief
in that point of focus. It is all within the dream of the holy Child, within the
adventure that the holy Child feels he has set out upon.

1995-0811-063

Within that adventure which is not infinite, but it seems to be to this point of
focus, seems to be infinite, there are many, many, many, many adventures and
many, many expressions of you.
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1995-0811-064

Are they, I mean, I can see that yet there is more of me but is there more of me
having the same experience? How many of me like live in Tumwater and have a
dog and a kid?

1995-0811-065

It is multitudinous, there are many. For each time a choice is made there is
another alternate choice.

1995-0811-066

And they go on?

1995-0811-067

And they go on, and they make choices that split off and if in this point of focus,
with a belief that is understood right now, if you take that back to the beginning
of time you will see how multitudinous it is. It would boggle the mind that
believes in finite understanding, finite description. That is why it is difficult to
give an answer.

1995-0811-068

Now within the question that you are referring to, there are many truths -- with
a small "t" -- as to my lifetime. Many versions. There is a version that has come
down through the Scriptures as you accept them that has been put forth by the
holy fathers for various motivation. There is the truth -- with a small "t" -- that
I remember as my expression in that lifetime. There are other versions that have
been written in other scriptures that are hidden away, but will come to light. And
there are versions that are being written about even now as ones tap into the
expanded mind and say, "This is the information to me." Channeled, whatever you
call it and they write a version of their knowing.

1995-0811-069

Those versions are true -- with a small "t" -- within the dream, the drama of the
holy Child. The Truth -- with a capital "T" -- is that I AM. As you are, beyond
time, forever beyond time.

1995-0811-070

But we have agreed that it would be fun to have certain dramas, certain histories
and we will play with certain concepts and that is exactly what we are doing. We
are playing with them. So it behooves everyone to take themselves lightly for
their truth is a truth -- with a small "t" -- but the ones sitting next to them has
as much of the truth -- with a small "t" -- as they do. It is within the dream of
the holy Child, and it is there as the plaything of the holy Child, to play with.

1995-0811-071

Cool.

1995-0811-072

Yes, very cool.

1995-0811-073

Yeah, time is just a fascinating subject. So much to learn about time.

1995-0811-074

And as you have been discerning, time is changing.

1995-0811-075

Yeah. Yeah. It certainly is. What's it leading to? It's instantaneous. Everything's
instantaneous.

1995-0811-076

The collapse of time where you come to the place of remembering that you are
the energy that has called forth time, because you desired to play with the
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belief in process which says that there is a beginning, a middle part, and perhaps
you get to the ending, the goal. You achieve the goal, so there is a process which
defines time. That is your belief, but now you are saying, "I desire to remember
that I am the energy that manifests everything, that calls forth everything.
Therefore what you are doing is collapsing time to the place where you know that
it is not.
1995-0811-077

Now the other dimensions of you, what do they believe?

1995-0811-078

They are in different places.

1995-0811-079

Yes, they are with their own beliefs, their own playthings as they make choice,
every choice.

1995-0811-080

Yes, so it really doesn't matter what choices I make because I get them all?

1995-0811-081

Indeed, you do. Indeed. That is why anything that you can imagine, any one that
you imagine you have been, you have been.

1995-0811-082

So many people have been the same person?

1995-0811-083

Yes, as it is understood in this point of focus. Yes, for you go and you express
different qualities because you want to know, what does it feel like to be the
great conqueror? What does it feel like to be the mad scientist who is not mad at
all, but who is just perhaps a bit ahead of the rest of them. Who is playing with
unlimited ideas. What does it feel like? What does it feel like to have society
look upon you and judge you as mad? Whatever. Yes.

1995-0811-084

So does that mean that that mad scientist for example, there are many parallel
mad scientists, they are all happening?

1995-0811-085

Yes.

1995-0811-086

And I have all been that person simultaneously, or there isn't any such thing?
So....

1995-0811-087

Yes. Yes, for all time is now. So when you ask the question, yes it is
simultaneously because it is all within the sphere of the now. But how you would
perceive their expression as that person depends upon your perception of who you
are and what you believe time to be in that space. It depends upon the point of
focus and the perception that is held within that point of focus, and that varies
from time to time and belief to belief.

1995-0811-088

I hope I understand all of this sometime.

1995-0811-089

Indeed, indeed. It is not important that you do. The heart understands. The mind
plays with parts. The mind is very much as the toddler, the small one that will sit
on the floor and play with individual toys, but the heart is the one that knows
the integration, knows that the toys are there to be played with, to be
understood, to take a certain understanding from. You will call it, learn from,
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remembrances. That is the purpose of the toys. The toddler will look upon each
one as a separate thing and will see only the function of that individual one and
what enjoyment there is with that individual toy. But the heart, the older one,
the one who has gained more perspective, more wisdom with it will see that the
importance of all the toys has been the amusement, the joy, the understanding of
how the parts go together, that that has been the true purpose and function of
the toys.
1995-0811-090

So the mind will sit here and will say, "Well, there are too many pieces to this
understanding of time and dimensions," seeing them as individual pieces. And yet
all the while as we speak the heart knows the integration of the whole. It says,
"Well yes, that's all fun to do and I can focus on this time and that time and this
expression, and yet I am the whole." And the heart says, "What's the big deal?"

1995-0811-091

What matters is right now.

1995-0811-092

Yes. That is why you have chosen a certain point of focus, this time, this
personality, the qualities, the attributes, the talents, the interests. You very
miraculously focus, very specific focus. There are times in your meditation when
you can throw the focus open and you can ask to know parallel expression, and
that is okay for the understanding that you are more than just this point of focus
and you do not have to get in there and start giving advice to a parallel
expression. That messes with his expression.

1995-0811-093

Right.

1995-0811-094

Interesting, you can play with that one sometime.

1995-0811-095

But you are focusing upon a specific expression as you in this time, in this space
to bring about the remembrance of all that you are in its integration, in its
wholeness. Not in its parts. It is just as we spoke of the toddler, you do not want
to sit and be focusing upon all of the individual expressions which are
multitudinous, to the place where you say, "I cannot handle it." It is okay for you
to know that all of that is happening, but what you are doing is beautiful. You
are focusing specifically upon this expression and that is what you have decreed
that you will do in order to know the whole. Because of the underlying belief in
process, in unfoldment that says, "There is an orderly unfoldment of everything."
Which is based upon that belief.

1995-0811-096

And so the end plan is, "Here I am and to get to there I have to take these
steps?"

1995-0811-097

It is more like you have called it well a game-plan. It is a game, but it is more to
abide in the simplicity of the heart and to follow the dictates of the heart as
your guidance will lead you. What allows the heart to feel, to remember
wholeness, love, the simplicity of it.
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1995-0811-098

There is action, activity that you will take, that you do take in everyday for
indeed that is part of the ingredients that you have put into the script, that you
will do more in this point of focus, this lifetime than just sit in a cave which you
have done. Which you have said, "Okay, this time, this point of focus, this script I
will have activity, action." And so you will be involved with others in activity but
what guides that is the heart that remembers that you are already holy, that
you are already whole. So that each choice is easy.

1995-0811-099

Simple is fun?

1995-0811-100

Yes, what is light, what is fun? What is symbolizing the wholeness that you are?
What supports another one in remembering his wholeness?

1995-0811-101

I'm feeling more and more at ease with that.

1995-0811-102

Yes. That is where to abide, with ease.

1995-0811-103

Thank you.

1995-0811-104

You are most welcome.

1995-0811-105

You beloved one, would you have a question in this evening?

1995-0811-106

Well, yes, I think so. I'm not familiar with what kinds of question one asks or
anything of the sort, but I was impressed with Garth's sort of metaphysical
question.

1995-0811-107

You may ask anything at all.

1995-0811-108

I was going to ask about my dog.

1995-0811-109

That's kind of what I had in mind. This could be like Garth, could be metaphysical
as well the question I am going to ask. One thing that occurred to me as I was
listening to you and Garth was that you were sort of reverberating from
metaphysical to very individual to metaphysical and so on. This question could do
that I suppose. I was interested in comments you made earlier about creating
centers of healing and sacred centers, things of that sort.

1995-0811-110

Susan and I have a ninety acre piece of ground outside of Olympia that is just
beautiful and too me, sacred for sure. I don't know how it would or will be seen
by other people, but I really would like to use it as some kind of a center for
other people to come to. It has qualities that are unique. Among other things it
has a beautiful twenty-two acre beaver pond, an old beaver pond and lots of
other qualities that I'd love to see people share and actually draw energy from.

1995-0811-111

Yes.

1995-0811-112

And I'd like to play with that idea a little bit in light of what you were saying
earlier about centers of healing. What kind of things would be possible? I
recently talked to someone about an educational place where students could come
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and learn to live together in a way. They are getting education primarily. They
are learning things in an environment and in a context that doesn't happen in any
kind of a school.
1995-0811-113

Yes. The true education, yes, remembering the inner wisdom that is there and
bringing it forth, not having given to one and already in the box, the package,
yes.

1995-0811-114

What kinds of things might one do basically aside from some kind of a live in
school for a few students? I'm just curious what one might imagine.

1995-0811-115

First of all beloved brother, it is not by accident that you are here in this
evening. The space, the land that you have is most healing. You have discerned
that it is wholing, for indeed, again as you have discerned, every point upon the
face of our Holy Mother, the Earth is holy as you remember your holiness and
bring it to it. But this is a space of beauty. A space of great healing. A space
where there has been much of healing in the past with your companions that you
have known in the past, the beavers.

1995-0811-116

Allow yourself to invite ones to be on that land with you. Allow yourself, as you
have been playing with it, it is well spoken that you said you want to play with
this, to play with visions of what you would like to see there. For indeed, the two
of you have involved in the establishment of other schools in other times, and it is
not by accident that you feel the desire again within the heart to establish
something in visible form that the brothers and sisters can see, can come to, will
feel welcome being invited to come there.

1995-0811-117

You will be out-picturing the beauty that is within the soul. The brothers and
sisters will see it first in physical form. They will see it in nature. They will feel
it in the vibrations as they walk upon that land, and they will begin to remember
the wholeness, the beauty that is within, the harmony. And they will remember
what it feels like to live in holiness with each other.

1995-0811-118

You are establishing a place of love. You have already set that in motion. A place
where ones can come and know that they are welcome to be in that space of love
with you. That allows the true education to come forth. Not in the judgment of,
"This is what you should learn and this is how you must learn it." But in a space
that honors each one for the talents, the abilities, the remembrances, the
revelations that they will bring forth.

1995-0811-119

You already have some models in this day and time where the small ones are
allowed to bring it forth from within. There are several, more than several, and
you will take those models and you will expand upon those models and you will
invite ones who are not so much the small ones, you will have those as well, but
you will have the taller ones in stature that will come to remember.
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1995-0811-120

You may play with the idea of having a place that speaks to the body, the disease
of the body, being more at ease with the guidance of the heart, being more in the
flow of joy and different healing methodologies that are being remembered. There
are ones so gathered in this room and others that you know of in your networking
who can assist in this as well. For as you have discerned, you have much of the
space. You may put up more than what you would see as one structure.

1995-0811-121

The vision that you have, is guiding you. It will speak to you as it has already in
hints, subtleties. It will come even more clear in the days to come as you speak
with the brothers and sisters who also hold similar vision. And you will find
yourselves caretakers of this vision. Not ones who have to be structuring the
vision with a responsibility on the shoulders, but caretakers of the vision as it
speaks to you and as it evolves with its own energy. For indeed, there is an
energy upon that land that you have felt. It desires to be known, to be expressed
even in the structures where ones will come and will feel welcome to begin with
and then will find that their own being expands, opens, can express.

1995-0811-122

The days to come are ones of joy for you. Again they are days of finding your joy
and allowing that to be given freely to the brothers and sisters in spontaneity.
Now when I say given freely, it does not mean that there will not be an exchange
of energy of the ones who come. It is not that you are going to provide all of this
and as charity, give it to ones. There is going to be an exchange of energy, for
the ones coming need to know what they have to offer is valuable as well.

1995-0811-123

If you were to say, "Here it is. I gift it all to you." They would not understand
their value in the participation. Some of it will be through the usual means of the
golden coins, the money as it is called. Much of it will be through the energy that
they desire to put in in a cooperative effort. Each one sharing in what is needful
to be done. Some will come with objects, tangible form of things to barter. There
will be many different ways for indeed you are most creative and you will be
quite open and flexible to understanding and interpreting exchange of energy.

1995-0811-124

But there will be exchange of energy for ones who come need to know that what
they have to give is as valuable as what they see that you are providing for
them. For it is a whole. A dynamic whole.

1995-0811-125

You will be speaking to ones who have the same vision, a similar vision. Ones who
have held this within their heart and have been looking for the space. Who have
certain expertise, experience as you will call it, that can be brought to this
endeavor. The timing is right.

1995-0811-126

Feels like it. It's still extremely vague in my mind and I would love to make it
more concrete. But it's beginning to increase.

1995-0811-127

Yes. It is very much as you would see the small one who is learning to walk. You
do it one step at a time. The vision itself will speak to you. It will unfold in its
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own timing, its own evolvement for it is more than what you see right now. That
is why you are content at one level to leave it in vagueness for it will define
itself in the proper time.
1995-0811-128

And yet, at the same time as we play with the concepts of time, at the same
time you can cast yourself forward into what you would call the future and you
can see the vision even upon that land where the physical eyes would say, "But
there is just the land." Yes. How it comes about will be most joyous. It will come
one step at a time. But each step will build on the other and each one that you
network with, will lead unto another, to another, to another one who also desires
to be part of the whole and to remember. It will grow.

1995-0811-129

The only problem I foresee, the only real problem is dealing with the county
zoning commission, but I've left that up to itself.

1995-0811-130

It will indeed, for part of the networking that you will do will bring to you ones
who know how to speak the language and it will happen.

1995-0811-131

As you sit in a place of oneness, even with what you would see as your governing
authorities and know that they are the holy Child the same as you, the Father's
creation, there will not be the feeling of opposition. Sometimes there is a feeling
going into something that perhaps there is going to be a problem, "And I need to
be prepared for this."

1995-0811-132

Allow yourself to network with ones who know the language and then go with a
heart full of love. For indeed the Father has already gone before you. It is a
vision that is ordained of the Father, from Love, and it will out-picture, it will
happen and it will be easy as you allow yourself a belief that it is easy. Indeed,
it is already ordained.

1995-0811-133

It will be a place of great love. Not love in the religious sense, but love just
because you are welcoming each brother, each sister back Home again. As we
have spoke this evening of the family remembrance and reunion. That is what you
will be feeling. Each one who comes and sets foot upon the land is a brother, a
sister, part of your family that is coming to be welcomed once again.

1995-0811-134

For indeed you have already sent out the invitations and they will be coming. So
you may feel free to welcome them, for they are sent of the Father. No one come
to you except he is sent of the Father.

1995-0811-135

Now sometimes the judgment of the world will look with a certain perspective and
will judge behavior, will judge appearance and say, "Oh, how can this be from the
Father," and yet that one is the Christ the same as you. That one is also
searching to remember family and love the same as you. There will be much of
healing upon this land. There will be the healing of the body because that is a
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language that ones understand first of all. But more than that it will be healing
of the soul and of the spirit. Already you have experienced that.
1995-0811-136

It is a time of great joy. Remember also that the work that you do, you do not
do alone. It is as we have spoken, there will be the networking, there will be the
brothers and sisters who have expertise in various ways of doing things, but
beyond that, the work that you do you do on concert with what you would call
masters. In what you would perceive in this point of focus to be other realms, and
yet they are right here. We are right here.

1995-0811-137

So that work that you are envisioning and that you will see, you will behold with
the physical eyes, is a work that you do in concert with the brothers and sisters
of Light beings. If ever you want to know if ever there is a question that does
not reveal its answer immediately to you, sit with the brothers and sisters as you
would know them to be the Light beings, the masters and ask of them how they
view what is going on? And they will shed much light on it, a different
perspective.

1995-0811-138

All of a sudden there will be a revelation, the lightbulb will go on and you will
say, "Oh, okay. I didn't see it that way." For you have much of help with this.

1995-0811-139

Thank you.

1995-0811-140

You are most welcome. It is my joy to see you wanting to do this.

1995-0811-141

And now beloved one, would you have a question?

1995-0811-142

Well, sure. I want to ask you, one phrase that you said you are, stuck with me
and I've been trying to hold on to it and clarity it between questions, and that is
following the dictates of one's heart and I'm really not very good at that,
recognizing that and knowing what that is. I'm not good at, what I want to ask
you is that and how fear gets in the way of that, following the dictates of my
heart? Fear in every form that you could imagine....

1995-0811-143

Indeed, well spoken, yes.

1995-0811-144

It seems that fear just plays a big part for me all the time. And in every way
from not seeing what I want to see in the moment or over time, not doing what I
want to do. Not being able to, well, and sometimes it's not fear. Sometimes it is
some other thing like I'm thinking of things that are doing on with our children,
particularly one that is very difficult for me to respond to her from the heart
oftentimes. And it's very upsetting to me. It's like I'm blowing one chance after
another after another although she is trying not to be this wonderful person, I
still keep looking at her and think, "Oh, okay so it's regret." Fear and regret,
paralyzers. I regret of why didn't I, or if I had only, and all that stuff. And so I
create paralysis and if I understood better what following the dictates of my
heart was and knew how to, what that even meant. The first time I ever thought
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about it was when you said it just now. It really struck where it was needed. And
then you said that, and now I know what I'm going to ask. So that's kind of
fluffing around about, the issue.
1995-0811-145

Yes. First of all beloved one, you do know what the heart speaks to you. It comes
up first and then the mind gets in there, the voice of the ego gets in there and
starts to play with the individual toys as we have spoken earlier, and comes up
with all of the different individual aspects of things.

1995-0811-146

The dictates of the heart are ones that allow you to feel whole, to feel joyous,
to honor another one in their wholeness, to know the holiness that pervades every
relationship. The dictates of the heart come forth in love, in an instant of
wholeness and that happens for you, believe it or not. With everything there is an
instant where you come from, you know the heart. A way to play with this, any
of you, if you have a decision to make and you want to know what is the feeling
of the heart for any decision, allow yourself to say, "Okay, heads it is going to be
such and such. Tails it is going to be such and such," and you flip the coin and you
toss it over and you look at it and you see what it says to you.

1995-0811-147

Now it matters not what it says to you but what matters to you is that instant
reaction as you read what it says to you for there will be an instant feeling of
no, or an instant feeling of, oh, great! That tells you where you are abiding, what
the heart is desiring. It matters not, there is not magic in the coin but what
matters is the instantaneous feeling that you have.

1995-0811-148

For you beloved one, there is much of the voice of the ego born of many lifetimes,
and this is not just unique with you. It is shared with all of the brothers and
sisters. The voice of the ego that would speak that the holy Daughter needs to
do something more in order to be perfect, to somehow regain the Father's Love to
come Home. And yet you are perfect beloved one. Everything you have done in
this lifetime has been perfect. Even the one who is your perfect servant and
brings up for you the opportunities for you to judge her, and to judge self. You
have dealt with that one perfectly.

1995-0811-149

That one has come because you have asked her to, has come to be upon your
stage to play with you. You may allow yourself from this moment on to know that
it is all completed, it is finished. Whatever you ever felt you needed to do with
this one, to be a better mother, a better companion, a better guide to this one,
you have done it.

1995-0811-150

For indeed she called forth from you in every instance exactly what she needed
for her own growth. You responded as the perfect servant to her giving her
exactly in that moment what she desired so that she could make choice. Perhaps
not what she thought she desired, but what she desired to have to play with so
that she could make choice. She called it forth from you.
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1995-0811-151

She also allowed you then, to sit in judgment of yourself and to say, "Perhaps I
could have done that better. Why did I say that? If I had," et cetera, et cetera,
that is the voice of ego that would still judge self, that would judge the holy
Daughter and say that, "I'm getting better but I'm not quite perfect." That is
the voice of ego that judges.

1995-0811-152

Everything that you have done beloved one, has been perfect. It has brought you
to this place where you may now receive it, that you are completed. It is whole.
And what you do from this moment on with that one and with all others who are
upon your stage, is to appreciate them as the grand actress, actor that they are
upon the stage. To appreciate their Light, to appreciation the nuance of choices
that they make, the subtleties, to be the one who has the most expensive ticket
in the whole theater that sits in the center of the front row and gets to watch
the enactment and to appreciate each one. Even if they get into their whatever's
with each other, you can step back from that to the front row of seats and you
can watch what is going on and you can say, "Boy, they did that well. Look at the
energy that's in there. How did she think of that to say that so fast?" Or
whatever, and to appreciate the intelligence, the energy that is brought to that
part.

1995-0811-153

What you have done with this one and with the others, has been perfect for they
have pushed the buttons, they have pushed the boundaries, they have called forth
from you exactly what was needed in that moment so that they could make
choice. That is what it is all about. That is what relationship is all about. That is
why you come together in relationship. It is to be the mirrors for each other, to
play the foil one to another, to allow choice. To allow remembrance.

1995-0811-154

And when you stop in a moment and you say, "It is completed. It is perfect. I can
appreciate that one for their uniqueness of how they play that part." Then the
joy of the heart comes forth and the voice of the ego is laid to rest in that
moment and you do not judge self, because you know that you have been playing
your part exactly as it was called to be and you know that they are playing their
part exactly, and all that is left is the applause.

1995-0811-155

You are doing very well with this beloved one. Allow yourself when there is the
voice of ego, the voice of judgment, the voice of fear that perhaps you would
make a wrong choice, that is the voice of ego that says, "Perhaps I'm not quite
perfect. I might make a mistake." You never make a mistake.

1995-0811-156

Whenever the voice of ego, the voice of judgment, of fear, of regret come up,
acknowledge it. Say, "Oh yes. There is that voice that I know well." For indeed
you do. It has been your constant companion throughout many lifetimes. It has
been companion for you have asked it to come with you, to be your messenger so
you acknowledge it and you thank it and you say, "Yes, old friend." For it is an old
friend and it has served you well. It has played the part that you have asked it
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to play so that you can come to this point where you are now, and look upon what
transpires and see it in a new light.
1995-0811-157

Whenever that voice of ego comes and would suggest that perhaps there could be
a wrong choice, perhaps there could be judgment of self, perhaps there could be
regret for something that has been done. Say, "Thank you. Message receive. But
you know, everything is unfolding perfectly and I am playing my part as well as I
know how to play it, and that is perfect and it is okay. I will abide in my Father's
Love. That is what brings me Home." And you no longer need to fight the ego.

1995-0811-158

It has been said upon this plane that you must do battle with the ego. That you
must kill it. You know what happens when you fight with ego. There is more and
more battle. More and more resistance. Ego is not an enemy. Ego is upon your
stage because you have asked it to be there as a messenger. Not as punishment.
Not because you are so bad that you have called forth this thing called ego, but
it comes as your messenger to tell you where you are abiding in that moment so
that you may choose anew. That is all it is about.

1995-0811-159

It is not the grand judger. It is not the one who will say, "Oh, there you go
again, you are wrong again." It cannot judge you, but it can bring you the
message that perhaps you would choose to judge yourself and then you can stop
and you can say, "Is this the way my Father sees me?" And your Father sees you
in Love.

1995-0811-160

Your Father sees all of the ones who are in relationship with you as the beautiful
threads of a tapestry that is woven together into a beautiful vision, a vision of
the holy Child in remembrance. So all of what you have done in all of the
enacting, all of the dance that you have done on the stage, weaves itself
together into that beautiful tapestry and each thread is perfect.

1995-0811-161

Even when the voice of ego would suggest the possibility of judgment or regret.
Then you just say, "Thank you, I know you well, but now I choose to abide in
Love. For I am lovable," and you are. You are doing very well with this beloved
one. Others behold the love of you that you do not see sometimes. Others look
upon you and your choices and see love in those choices. You are from time to
time a bit hard on yourself, but your Father does not judge you. You are loved of
the Father.

1995-0811-162

What you may do now is to spread that Love of the Father spontaneously, freely,
for you may go from this place in this evening knowing that it is all completed.
There is nothing that you need go back and fix. There is nothing that you need
prepare for in order to fix. It is all completed and perfect and what you do now
is just to love, to appreciate each nuance of each perfect Child that you meet.

1995-0811-163

To look upon the one who stands before you and to say, "How did you ever have
the creativity to have such great eyebrows?" Grand creativity. To appreciate....
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1995-0811-164

I can't believe you said that one.

1995-0811-165

To appreciate every nuance of expression upon this plane. It is beautiful.

1995-0811-166

Beloved one, how are you in this evening?

1995-0811-167

I'm sleepy and I haven't come up with a question.

1995-0811-168

It is not necessary. Know that you are loved of the Father and if you find it a bit
warm in here and a bit soporific, that is okay. For indeed we commune heart to
heart and it is not necessary that you are attendant upon all of the toys, the
concepts that we will be bantering around for indeed the heart knows the Truth.
You are loved of the Father and you are beautiful, and I thank you for accepting
my invitation to be in this gathering this evening, to bring your love and to share
it with the brothers and sisters for indeed that is what you are doing. Thank you.

1995-0811-169

Beloved one, how are you in this evening, and I am sure you have brought a
question.

1995-0811-170

I have. I wouldn't miss a chance like that.

1995-0811-171

No, you never do. What would you ask?

1995-0811-172

Well, I've been puzzling about all being one. All is one and one is all. But there
are souls -- plural -- how does that work?

1995-0811-173

Ah, as you would identify the drop of water within the ocean, the drop of water
in its intelligence recognizes itself to be individuated ocean. It would call itself a
soul and it would know that the drop of water next to it, around it, all of those
drops of water could be identified as individuated water, individuated soul and yet,
there is not the separation. It is as we have spoken with this one earlier in the
evening, it is a point of focus in a belief. There is a collective belief that is held
in this point of focus, this lineage as I have called it, a lineage of belief, that
says that there is individuated energy, individuated souls.

1995-0811-174

And yet, in other expressions of you as you would see other dimensions to be, you
know yourself to be Light and you know yourself to be the Light that innerpenetrates the Light of this one, very free, very flowing inner-penetrating all of
the other Light and knows itself to have conscious awareness of self -- with a
small "s" -- and yet knows itself to be the great ray of Light that is the whole
of Light. All of energy.

1995-0811-175

But within what you have said that you will focus upon right now, there is a
belief that says there is individuated expression known as souls. But as you sit
with the concept of knowing yourself to be more than this point of focus as in
meditation when you allow yourself to expand into what you would identify as
parallel expressions, parallel lives, parallel expressions, then you know yourself to
be more of the ocean.
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1995-0811-176

I've never been able to do that. I try but I can't.

1995-0811-177

You do it beloved one, but it isn't yet in your conscious awareness. This is what
you do when you allow the body to be in repose.

1995-0811-178

I like that repose stuff, is that why I like it so much?

1995-0811-179

Yes.

1995-0811-180

You know, I thought about that quite a bit lately. Because I really do. If I think
I'm waking up too early I decided I don't want to do that.

1995-0811-181

And that beloved one....

1995-0811-182

That's because I'm having too much fun in this repose business?

1995-0811-183

Yes. It is also because you are most active in what you would see as other
consciousness.

1995-0811-184

You've told me that before.

1995-0811-185

Yes.

1995-0811-186

Okay.

1995-0811-187

You have not yet chosen and it does not matter. It is not a value judgment here,
you have not yet chosen to bring that awareness into this point of focus.

1995-0811-188

I kind of feel that way about it.

1995-0811-189

Yes.

1995-0811-190

I feel like I want to but I can't quite figure out how to do it.

1995-0811-191

That is it.

1995-0811-192

Well that's pretty complex.

1995-0811-193

It is complex and yet it is simple. There is not a relevancy in this point of focus
of what you are expressing and experiencing. There is not yet a relevancy to be
able to describe that, yet.

1995-0811-194

Okay.

1995-0811-195

As the expansion that we have talked about and described as fifth dimensional
energy, as that expansion comes to be known and experienced there will be the
relevancy that will make it all make sense. In other words, there will be a
language, there will be a way of bringing that to the conscious awareness. For
the meantime, allow yourself to enjoy the repose.

1995-0811-196

I don't have much of a problem doing that.

1995-0811-197

Very good beloved one, it is a peaceful place to be.

1995-0811-198

It sure it. Fun. It's fun.
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1995-0811-199

It is a place of the heart. It is a place of renewal.

1995-0811-200

I just feel so good there.

1995-0811-201

Yes.

1995-0811-202

Okay. I'm glad to know I've got a reason.

1995-0811-203

There is a very definite reason with it. You have already done completion with
what other brothers and sisters would see to be aspects that they are very
active with. Others see a real need to be awake, as they call it, and doing, being
much in activity, achieving. You have come to the place of knowing completion
with much of the activity.

1995-0811-204

I feel like that. I feel like I used to. A lot of times, gee I used to really want to
get things accomplished and now I don't care of I do or not.

1995-0811-205

Yes. You have known completion.

1995-0811-206

My sewing, or something like that.

1995-0811-207

You can say, "So what, huh?"

1995-0811-208

I'm not interested right now.

1995-0811-209

Just be easy with it.

1995-0811-210

I'll be darned.

1995-0811-211

You have eaten of the chocolate pudding.

1995-0811-212

I feel like I have.

1995-0811-213

To the place where you have known chocolate pudding up to here and you have
said, "Okay, I am complete with chocolate pudding."

1995-0811-214

I hear you. I feel like it.

1995-0811-215

Yes, so enjoy the repose for indeed even as you are seemingly aware in this point
of focus, you would say you would judge, that you are not doing all that much,
you are doing because you are allowing the peace that ushers in the expanded
understanding. Yes. It is what must be first. For even the brothers and sisters
who are most active in achieving, they are completing what they see as the last
few morsels of the chocolate pudding.

1995-0811-216

They will come to a place of fulfillment which will know peace and that will allow
then the expansion into fifth dimensional expression. You may be at peace with it.

1995-0811-217

Thank you.

1995-0811-218

Beloved Songbird, how are you in this evening?

1995-0811-219

Good.

1995-0811-220

Have you been singing in the heart? Have you been singing with the voice?
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1995-0811-221

Uh huh.

1995-0811-222

Have you been singing with the ones that are perhaps not in the physical
dimension?

1995-0811-223

Yes.

1995-0811-224

Yes, very much so. What would you ask in this evening?

1995-0811-225

Well, I've got one question that's a little bit off the wall.

1995-0811-226

Those are the good ones, yes.

1995-0811-227

In Elsie Smith's book on talking with animals she mentions dragons and I was
wondering, are there still dragons on the physical plane and what exactly is their
function and purpose in creation and what do they do, all that kind of stuff?

1995-0811-228

Dragons are very much the life energy. They are very much the creative force of
energy even as they breathe forth the fire. They are very much the creative
force and they are symbolizing, have symbolized in what you would see as your
linear history, in your mythology symbolize the life force very much in expression.
Are they now upon this physical dimension? That is for you to tell me, because
this is your point of focus. Now you tell me? Are they?

1995-0811-229

Uh huh.

1995-0811-230

Yes. You and the brothers and sisters, the ones who desire to see the dragons
again as you remember them for indeed you have had interrelationship with
physical form in what you would see as past times. You will see that again as you
want to, as you desire it, as you manifest it, as you bring it forth. For indeed,
what comes with the fifth dimensional energy, the expansion and understanding of
the Light and the creative Light that you are, comes all of the remembrances of
the playmates, the companions of yesteryear. The unicorns. The unicorns are
waiting in the wings just a bit off stage reading to come. You can feel the
energy, the chomping at the bit, but there is no bit, thank goodness.

1995-0811-231

They are ready to come. The same with the dragons. Their energy is very much
here around you waiting to be birthed into a physical visible form. But the energy
itself is physical. That energy is palpable. You can feel it and they are very much
with you. You are one of the ones who will be calling this forth to say to the
others, "Look, this is not just something out of the storybooks." Where do you
think the stories came from? They have come from the truths that you have
known -- with a small "t". That you have known in other times and they will be
again within your truth, your reality.

1995-0811-232

They are very much in the wings just waiting to be called on stage again. But
they symbolize as they have done down through the ages, the creative life force,
very creative. Very powerful. They symbolize the holy Child in his creative power.
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That is why there is a certain alignment, resonance, attraction. Ones who are
drawn to remembering the dragons, are drawn to remembering their own power,
their own creative power that manifests even in physicality. Wow!
1995-0811-233

That is a wow.

1995-0811-234

Yes. So you will be calling them forth. You will call them forth in different sizes.
You will call forth the small one perhaps, to start with. The playmate and then
you will call forth the one that fills this whole room and you will ride upon its
back as you have done.

1995-0811-235

The dinosaur.

1995-0811-236

The dragon, yes, very powerful. Very creative. Very purifying. It symbolizes the
power of the holy Child, that is why it has been such a symbol down through the
ages, even when the holy Child has said, "Well, I am too grown up for that now,
and I will put it upon the shelf." And yet what happens?

1995-0811-237

It comes back.

1995-0811-238

It comes back. It falls down off the shelf and says, "Remember me?" And is right
there with you. You will be calling forth many of what you have seen to be forms
that are extinct. Many forms that have been called mythological, fantasy. Where
is your fantasy? It is one of your truths -- with a small "t" -- yes. It is within
you and as you can think upon it and play with it you can bring it forth and you
will.

1995-0811-239

Beloved brother, how are you?

1995-0811-240

I'm well, thank you.

1995-0811-241

Indeed you are most well.

1995-0811-242

I've been reading Andrew Harvey's book about the Sufi mystical poet Rummi, a
grand poet, a grand being.

1995-0811-243

Yes.

1995-0811-244

And I read Rummi and I read about Rummi and my heart is broken and is
dissolved, it is quite an experience. It puts me into, I think his words were a state
of lucid confusion.

1995-0811-245

Yes. Yes, very much so.

1995-0811-246

So I'm in that state and I probably should I don't know, be proud of myself for
allowing myself to be in that state and allowing the heart to be open and
allowing the tears and allowing that in whatever is flowing through. So between
that and moments of being lifted into the fifth dimensional energy, I mean
consciously, not just at night, but there are moments where I'll all of a sudden, I
know as the ego that I'm not in control, the ego is not running the show.
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1995-0811-247

Exactly.

1995-0811-248

It's a very odd feeling.

1995-0811-249

It feels a bit strange yet, yes. It is as clothing that you are putting upon and it
feels a bit like you need to adjust it and yet you are growing into that raiment.

1995-0811-250

Good. And then there is, it's not a darkness but there's my kids, the inner kids
that are still terrified of everything including the Light. And I don't know how, I
mean I want to be with them with as much compassion and acceptance and love
and safety as I can and I don't know if that's enough or they hear that.

1995-0811-251

Yes. Yes, they are very much taking courage and strength from what you are
allowing yourself to experience. What you are claiming in your own remembrance.
As you do that, you give the inner parts of you which feel separate, you give
them example. You give them model of how it feels to know wholeness, to
remember reunion, all of it.

1995-0811-252

Each time you speak to the fear children within you, and these have come about
through many, many, many, many lifetimes and have been reinforced over and
over, but each time you speak to the fear children within that I am. I am the
power, the love, the beingness, the wholeness that will take care of you.

1995-0811-253

It filters down. It filters, interpenetrates and makes whole where there was
seeming separation. So allow yourself to spread the Love, to love them as they
speak to you. You are doing well with this and they are coming with you. They
very much look to you as their leader. They trust, they hope, they have started
first with the hope, now they are coming to the trust.

1995-0811-254

Deservedly so.

1995-0811-255

Yes, and it is coming together.

1995-0811-256

I do need them. They are parts of my. I need them for my wholeness.

1995-0811-257

Yes, exactly. They are to be loved into wholeness. It is much the same as when
we spoke of the ego. They are the ego. The ego in its various voices and they are
not enemies, they are not parts that need to be chastised or put away
somewhere. They are parts to be thanked, because they have been companions on
the stage many, many, many, many times. They have skipped with you. They have
played with you. They have done the somersaults over and over with you. They
have gone through all of the subtleties of various scenes within the enactment.

1995-0811-258

What they ask from you now is the love, the remembrance of the whole play and
the applause. Yes. As you are allowing your heart to open, to experience fifth
dimensional being right upon this plane, there is a feeling of bridging, a feeling of
having one foot in what has been known and familiar because of many, many
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lifetimes, and a foot in something that feels new and yet feels old at the same
time. There is a feeling of having been here before, translated as heaven. Yes.
1995-0811-259

Yes, the unity consciousness. Unity, no separation.

1995-0811-260

Exactly the wholeness, the holiness of all of that.

1995-0811-261

Right.

1995-0811-262

And even as the selection of what you would read, speaks to the heart. There is
the momentary, very important forgetting of the separate toys that we spoke of
earlier, and the knowing of the heart that knows the wholeness of all of it. You
have spoken well. You are a grand example, model for the inner children, the ego
within you and also for the brothers and sisters who ... {end of tape} so that they
measure what they are doing.

1995-0811-263

For indeed you are an aspect of them and as you have the courage to lay claim to
your wholeness, you encourage them to lay claim to that as well. As you have the
courage to allow the fountains of water to be released, and to see great strength
in that releasement, they know that they also may let down the boundaries, the
falsely imposed boundaries of society and to know their own wholeness. It is a
grand thing that you do, a grand gift. Thank you, beloved brother. For even I upon
the cross, wept.

1995-0811-264

Beloved Light, who has chosen well how to be of service in this lifetime. What
would you ask this evening?

1995-0811-265

I ask for Truth and knowledge.

1995-0811-266

Yes. Well spoken. You are upon your own adventure of rediscovering and
remembering Truth. The Truth with a capital "T", that says I am the Light of the
Father. I am the energy that activates all of creation, of form, yes as you see
your body, but all of creation as it is within your consciousness. That is the Truth
-- with a capital "T" -- of your being.

1995-0811-267

And of your being?

1995-0811-268

Yes, and of mine as well for I am not separate from you. As we have spoken in
this evening of the adventure of the holy Child, the dream of the holy Child
thinking himself to be upon many adventures, I also adventure with you as what
you would call in this point of focus, an aspect of you. I am the Christ as you are
the Christ. I am the Light, as you are the Light. I am experiencing as you
experience. And yet I am not bound to a specific point of focus.

1995-0811-269

Are you bound to a specific master?

1995-0811-270

Only to the One that we are, no.

1995-0811-271

So you have no higher.
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1995-0811-272

I AM, as you are. You have chosen to have a specific point of focus known as this
lifetime, known as right now on what you call a Friday evening, and to bring the
form into a certain location and to place it upon a chair. I know my consciousness
to be within your belief system, to be speaking with you. I also know that I am
more than this consciousness that is conversing with you. Even as you would see
time to be, I am conversing with others even in this plane, this dimension as you
know it to be. Other points across the face of our Holy Mother, the Earth as ones
will be speaking to me and as they will allow me to speak through them.

1995-0811-273

I ask to test the Spirit. Is that possible?

1995-0811-274

Which Spirit?

1995-0811-275

The Spirit of Christ.

1995-0811-276

You may test it in that you want to know the awareness of it.

1995-0811-277

I asked to, I seek to have the power of discernment to understand what is the
true Christ?

1995-0811-278

Yes.

1995-0811-279

And to my knowledge very limited as it is, there is only one way to do that and
that is to ask you, are you the Jesus Christ, Son of God, Son of the living Father?

1995-0811-280

Yes.

1995-0811-281

Touch me and I shall be healed.

1995-0811-282

And you are whole.

1995-0811-283

Now beloved one, I have expressed as a personality known as Jesus, Yeshua ben
Yoseph. It has been anglicized to Jeshua ben Joseph just because it is easier to
pronounce in this point of focus right here. I have known a lifetime as a
personality known as Yeshua and in that lifetime I remembered the Father. I
remembered the Creative Source of All, the Light that we are. We have spoken
of that in this evening, that it is energy known as Light that can be even now
measured. It is experienced as Love, as the expansion of the heart into Love.

1995-0811-284

I had a vision when I was a small child, can you tell me what that is or what that
was?

1995-0811-285

It was your own Christ Self speaking to you interpreted as being another Christed
being. But it is the Light of you. You are wanting to remember that you are not
separate, not cast out of the Kingdom, not sent here in order to learn something
or to perfect something. But you are already the Light upon this plane. You are
already the Christ although you do not quite claim it and remember it. You will.

1995-0811-286

Each moment as you live in the heart, sincere of heart, wanting to express the
highest and best from the place of Love, you are expressing Christ. The
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understanding of what Christ is has been delineated by belief system handed down
through the ages. It has been very much constricted, defined, narrowly defined,
but you in the being that you are not just this point of focus as you see yourself
now, but the being that you are is Christed. It is Light. It is perfect. It is of the
Father and has been for the onset of time.
1995-0811-287

I had one other vision, can you tell me what that is?

1995-0811-288

Is it necessary beloved one, or do you know already?

1995-0811-289

I am not sure I understand.

1995-0811-290

At one level you do understand. You have many visions. Some have been most
dramatic, but there are other visions that are calling to you to come Home, to
remember the wholeness. That is why you are in this evening, it is because you
are searching for more. You have tried many avenues.

1995-0811-291

Which is the correct avenue?

1995-0811-292

The avenue of the heart. The avenue of Love. The avenue that says, "I and the
Father are one," for you are. You are the life-force upon this plane. You are the
Christ Light upon this plane, and more and more you will be living from that space
and remembering the Light that illumines your path and all other paths.

1995-0811-293

I'll take that.

1995-0811-294

It is yours, free.

1995-0811-295

Thank you.

1995-0811-296

You are welcome. You are a delight, beloved one. You are of the Light and you
are delightful as well for you are sincere of heart, you are searching. You are
wanting to remember the holy Son that you are. Not just to ascribe certain
Christ qualities to one Jesus, but to remember that I am your brother, I am the
same as you. The only difference has been that I remembered it in that lifetime
and that I know it now.

1995-0811-297

You, also remember it in a certain place. A part of you that you have said, "I will
play out a certain drama, yet." That is the only difference. You are my brother.
You are the Christ that I am and you are coming to know that. Not the Christ
that has been set apart from you on high somewhere that could never be
attained, no. That is a false teaching. Set there for various reasons by the
religious forefathers. I am your brother and I am very much with you as you, as
the Christ.

1995-0811-298

When you live from the place of the heart and you step inside another brother's
shoe for a moment and you understand where he is coming from, that is the Christ
of you that has stepped into another's shoes in that moment. The Christ is not
something mystical, afar off from you that is hidden from you. The Christ is when
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you allow the heart to open and to say to a brother, "I love you. I know that you
are of the Father the same as I," even though perhaps the choices do not reflect
that. Perhaps the behavior does not reflect it. But when you step for a moment
in another's shoes, and you behold who they truly are, that is the Christ that
does that and you beloved brother, have done that from time to time and you will
do it even more.
1995-0811-299

I don't remember when.

1995-0811-300

You have done it. You have touched that space. Where you have stopped for a
moment, just a moment and you have said, "Perhaps there is more that is going on
here than what I see." That has been the Christ of you knocking upon the door of
your heart and your mind asking you to come up higher and to have another
perspective.

1995-0811-301

Thank you.

1995-0811-302

You are welcome.

1995-0811-303

Beloved angel, how be you this evening?

1995-0811-304

Would you believe I have a two part question and I know the answer?

1995-0811-305

I would believe that. I would believe that.

1995-0811-306

I would so appreciate your answering it. Okay, about my Bob, I would like to
know if we all reincarnate and he reincarnates, would I lose communication with
him? The second part is, will I recognize him when I transition into the dimension
where he is?

1995-0811-307

No and yes. In other words, when he and if he chooses to reincarnate, you will not
lose connection with him. The energy that you have known, the energy of love
that you have identified as a specific individual will not dissipate and be lost to
you. It is always with you. It is within your heart. That is where you connect
with it and it is very real and it will always be with you. That is why you will
always be able to speak with this one and to know that he hears and he answers.

1995-0811-308

And my answer is, there is no separation.

1995-0811-309

Exactly, there is no separation and there is no....

1995-0811-310

I knew the answer.

1995-0811-311

I know, beautiful beloved one. And there is no time that would limit. It is often
seen by the brothers and sisters that there may be a time interval and then one
is gone forever. But that again is based upon the belief in separation and the
belief in time.

1995-0811-312

The very first question I ever asked you was did his father recognize him and you
said, yes, when he transitioned.
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1995-0811-313

Yes.

1995-0811-314

I just wanted to double check it.

1995-0811-315

Yes, it is very true beloved one, the answer is the same now as it was then and
you will recognize him very much so. There will be such an expansion of the love
of the heart. It is already hinted at, but there will be such an expansion that
you will know, you will recognize and you will feel yourself to be one.

1995-0811-316

As it is understood upon this plane, it will be as two lights merging. What it is is
the remembrance of the one Light and the one Love. Yes, you will recognize him
instantly. For he will be there wherever there is, that is within your belief, your
concept of what "there" is. He will be there awaiting you with arms wide open,
more to the point, heart wide open.

1995-0811-317

Thank you.

1995-0811-318

Do not thank me, beloved one, it is Truth -- with a capital "T" -- that you are
Love and that he is Love and that there is but one of you.

1995-0811-319

Beloved one, how are you in this evening?

1995-0811-320

Well, I am feeling physically better than I was last night.

1995-0811-321

Yes, you have come through quite a bit. A bit of energy change here.

1995-0811-322

I do so much appreciate your response to Susan's question and even as you spoke
I was getting glimmering of how fast that understanding of that, I mean the
ramification of truly understanding that. I think I want confirmation of what I
think I heard.

1995-0811-323

Yes, we are doing that this evening.

1995-0811-324

Now we would probably all agree that a major thing, if not a major thing, no. A
major thing is relationships. I truly believe the major thing is to understand who
we are which is a part of the whole and love, love.

1995-0811-325

You've got it.

1995-0811-326

So in relationship I certainly have done this myself and everybody I've ever known
as done this, when relationships come and go and whether its through differing
opinions, I'm thinking about going in particular because that seems to be most
painful to me. In that flow of coming and going of relationships, most often I see
in others and I experience in myself that for instance with my cat who died last
night, I felt such terrible loss and I still do feel loss. And there was still this
little aspect of me that was saying, "Okay, did I not take proper care of her?"
But it almost doesn't matter whether it was the cat or a husband or a child or a
friend. If something appeared to go "wrong" with that relationship that would be
all this inner turmoil of questioning if I had done this. Like Susan was saying, If I
could only have done that. I think it's a very common thing with human beings.
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And if we could really get it, everything, each person interacting is doing exactly,
is getting from the other person exactly what they need.
1995-0811-327

Yes.

1995-0811-328

And when they've got it and the part for whatever apparent reason, it's because
what was needed to be seen was seen?

1995-0811-329

Yes, it has been completed. Yes, you have never failed another one. You did not
fail the kitty. You have never failed other relationships. You have given to the
other one what was called forth. It is the way of ego to put much of
responsibility on to the shoulders and to say that you must take care of
everything, that you are responsible for everything that happens, that there is
only one in the interaction and that is you and it is all your fault and
responsibility. Well that is not true as you have seen.

1995-0811-330

In any interrelationship there are two. It is a flow of energy. The other one is
asking from you to bring for them whatever will be catalyst for them to make
choice. They are calling it forth from you.

1995-0811-331

At an unconscious level or?

1995-0811-332

And sometimes a conscious level. Sometimes they know exactly what they are
doing. They know that if they say a certain thing to you, you are going to say a
certain thing to them and that gives them, one more time, opportunity to either
abide in fear, anger, judgment, frustration or to abide in love which then does the
applause, the appreciation.

1995-0811-333

They ask from you, they call it from you, it is very much a partnership of one,
because there is no separation and there is much that goes on that is not always
in this point of focus, acknowledged. You would say it is beneath a certain
conscious level, yet it is known. And if you will abide with certain things that you
have asked others to do for you in a relationship, you will see where you have
asked them to play a certain part for you so that you could come into a place of
choice, either choosing for the wholeness of yourself saying, "I am worth more
than what I see going on here. I am the holy Child, I am Love and I love you." Or
to stay in the place of what you have done over with the broken record over and
over and over of judgment first of the other one and then judgment of self that
says, "Well somehow I didn't do quite right." And because you accept that belief,
that judgment in that moment then you call forth another opportunity to sit with
that and choose anew. The Father does not judge. The Father sees His holy Child
playing.

1995-0811-334

It's as though I'm getting more and more pieces of this vast puzzle and I haven't
got them all quite all together, but this thing about relationships, it's like I put
twenty-five pieces together at once or something.
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1995-0811-335

Yes. Yes.

1995-0811-336

And so now you had said last night that I could go tomorrow, meaning today or
next week or next month and get another kitty. And I have of course, thought so
much of what you said. What you said about love is when you have love and we
all have it the important thing is to share it. It's almost as though it doesn't
matter in what form you share.

1995-0811-337

Right.

1995-0811-338

Just share it and it seems as though in our society we get so screwed up because
we think we have to share it with just specific people or creatures.

1995-0811-339

Yes, exactly.

1995-0811-340

And I sense that what you are trying to get me to do and all of us to do is to
kind of get in this flow of continuous Love and it doesn't matter who, where or
how long?

1995-0811-341

Exactly. She's got it.

1995-0811-342

You know it really helps me immeasurably to take all of that conflict out. I'm a
great one for, "Oh, what did I do wrong?" or "What if it had been this way
instead of that way?" And that keeps me constantly, I want to say fractured.

1995-0811-343

Well it is fractured, yes, for you are focusing upon parts instead of the whole.

1995-0811-344

The whole.

1995-0811-345

Exactly. Yes, it is to love whoever stands before you in any moment. Whether it
another sister, another brother, a beloved pet, even to love a chair which is in
front of you. That is creation out of consciousness, out of energy. There is an
energy in that chair, although others would look upon a chair and say, "Well it is
an object and it has no life." There is energy that is holding together the
molecules of that chair and there is intelligence that holds it together, so you
may love a chair. You may love whatever is in front of you.

1995-0811-346

Any hint when someone appears to be obnoxious, they still have energy and
they've shaped that energy into what I see before me or I perceive before me
and I can love the marvel of what this being has creating for himself.

1995-0811-347

Yes, for always in the first instant you have choice, whether to be drawn into the
drama of what you would judge the behavior to be but there is an instant of
choice, free choice, and you may either get right into that drama and judge that
behavior as obnoxious or whatever, or you may take the front row seat and say,
"Boy, that one is really playing that part obnoxiously." Playing it very, very well.
That allows you to stand back and to see the wholeness of what is going on, the
holiness, and to extend love to that actor who is putting his all into it, or her all,
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sometimes that happens. To appreciate the energy that is being put into that role
in that moment.
1995-0811-348

To look upon that one with love as I did upon the one who was pounding the great
spike into my hand. He was playing a role and playing it very well. It was a job
that he thought he had to do and he was playing the part. And I could stand
back figuratively and sit in the front row of seats and look upon that one who
was pounding the great spike into my hand, nailing me to the cross and I could
love him for the way he was playing his part. I could love him as the holy Child
that he is.

1995-0811-349

That was because you had practiced and obviously mastered the ability to be the
witness.

1995-0811-350

Yes, the beholder.

1995-0811-351

The beholder.

1995-0811-352

Yes, and to see the Father in everyone, in every creation. And it as you have
discerned, it is a choice, it is a practice of choosing where you will abide and as
you choose over and over to abide in the front row of seats and to love everyone,
then it becomes easier in the next moment to choose for love. You find yourself
then being in the world but not of the world. You are in activity, yes you are
making choices, yes, but you know yourself to be beyond that specific point of
focus, beyond the world.

1995-0811-353

Jeshua, I have one more just little question. It's a curiosity thing, but I'll bet a
lot of people who read the transcripts or listen to the tapes will, it's a question
they will ask too. When you began coming through Judith's body, Marc's body,
whoever you are coming through at any given time, at least in this way your name
is or in your lifetime on earth as Jesus, as what we commonly know as Jesus, you
were actually Yeshua.

1995-0811-354

That is how I knew myself, yes.

1995-0811-355

Right, and in your being here with us you introduce yourself as who you were in
that lifetime, and you use Jeshua, because it's easier for us to say.

1995-0811-356

Yes.

1995-0811-357

But there are a number of people who kind of cringe at the idea of using the
name Jeshua because they have always heard Jesus. So if you are going by this
kind of funny name Jeshua, that makes you somehow suspect and not real. Is
there any reason why the soul that you are, the spirit that you are is a
determined or insistent or whatever that you be known as Jeshua?
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1995-0811-358

Yes, there is a reason. It is to allow everyone to abide with their own clarity as
to who they believe me to be. That is why I allow my energy to come through the
body of a woman. This does not look like Jesus.

1995-0811-359

I've been looking at those little feet and how and the heck they get across the
sand?

1995-0811-360

Well they would make it. But this is not the image that ones have of Jesus. So
when I come and I proclaim myself to be Jeshua, it is first of all a pronunciation
that is fairly easy to make in this point of focus, Jeshua ben Joseph. It is not the
name that I knew myself to be. I was Yeshua ben Yoseph. The "J" was not a "J".

1995-0811-361

Jesus that you have know so well is the Greek form of Yeshua. It was not the
name that I called myself. It was the name that has come down through your
Scriptures and it is the Greek form of my name. Even in my lifetime as I traveled
to various countries, I had other names, other appellations that were given to me.
Such as when I studied in India I was known as Raj Pur, another name.

1995-0811-362

You know me now, sometimes there is an energy that ones call unto me as
Sananda, many different names. But I come and I call myself Jeshua so that you
may abide with appearance, either the way it sounds or the way it looks and
make up your own clarity, come to the clarity within your own heart as to the
energy. That is what it is all about.

1995-0811-363

If you will receive it beloved one, there are times that I come and I manifest my
own, what I would claim to be my own body, a form that I activate, that I
manifest in a moment or so to be with you for a time interval. I enjoy being with
you and there are times which seems most miraculous yet, in this point of focus,
but it will not as the understanding expands, where I manifest the design of a
male body and I put upon the body the blue jeans and a casual shirt. Sometimes a
T-shirt that says something across the front of it, and I go into your grand malls
and I walk amongst you. And I stand next to you as you are so busy selecting
whatever you need to be selecting and sometimes the eyes meet and sometimes
there is love that is recognized.

1995-0811-364

Other times I walk out into what is known as your parks and I sit upon the bench
next to one who is communing or perhaps wrestling with choices and I sit with
that one as friend, recognizable form and speak with that one. Maybe a few
words. No grand Biblical Scripture, but just words of "What's going on." And
maybe a suggestion or so. Other times just a smile. A smile that says to that one,
"I love you." And there is still something good about life that just allows that one
to know that there is hope, that there is something beyond that moment of
sorrow and of confusion.

1995-0811-365

I come and I announce who I am because you have asked me to announce myself.
My beloved friend and teacher has asked that I do this in the beginning, that I
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announce and identify the energy. So, I identify myself. It is good to ask any
energy that comes to you the same as you would any brother or sister that comes
up to you, to ask them who they are. And you may ask them, "Are they Jesus?
Are they the Christ? Are you a Christed being? Are you an angel? Identify
yourself." And they will identify.
1995-0811-366

Are they always truthful?

1995-0811-367

Yes.

1995-0811-368

Even the powers of darkness?

1995-0811-369

There are no powers of darkness beloved one except your belief in this point of
focus that says there are powers of darkness. Within what is believed right now,
there is duality. There is belief that there is good and evil, that there is duality.
That is a collective belief in this point of focus.

1995-0811-370

So are you saying that there is no Devil?

1995-0811-371

I am saying that there is no Devil as it has been understood.

1995-0811-372

How do we understand what the Devil is?

1995-0811-373

As a separate entity that would be all of evil, of dark, that would lead you
astray, that would tempt you. That is within the drama, the dream of the holy
Child. Part of what you have asked to be in your script at this point of time in
the belief because there is a belief in duality. Good and evil, it is very collectively
held.

1995-0811-374

Does the Holy Spirit work through you?

1995-0811-375

Yes, and through you, and through even what you would judge to be the negative
forces, which are not negative. But yes, the Holy Spirit works through all to bring
the holy Son back to remembrance that he is the Son of the Father and that he
is loved and is Love, always.

1995-0811-376

The very deeply held belief in duality, beloved one, has come from the
identification with form, with creation. The holy Child, the Light of the Father,
the creation of the Father, which is you, thought before time began to bring
forth creation. Thought, "What can I create? What adventure? What can I do?"
with that thought. With that thought all words were born including this one that
you now know expression in, and you thought we as the gods that we are, even in
your Scriptures it is written, "Let us make man in our image." Us, as the gods
that we are, thought to bring forth creation and we have and having created we
asked, "How would it be to experience energizing the creations? And we have
come and identified with our creations, even now with the form, the body.

1995-0811-377

So we are, are you the creator of the heavens and the earth or are we?
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1995-0811-378

We, as the one. You as the expanded totality of Self beyond this point of focus.
Now with the experience of creation and energizing creation has come
identification with the creations, with form. You look upon form, you look upon
everything that is created and out of that has evolved very specific identification
with form to the place where most of the brothers and sisters believe themselves
to be the body. They believe that when the body is destroyed, that is it for the
lifetime. That is it. If they believe in a spirit, they feel the spirit is then freed to
go unto another place or many others believe that when the body is destroyed,
that's it, forever.

1995-0811-379

That has come out of the specific identification with form, with the body. Out of
that has come fear because the body, form is what can be destroyed, changed,
altered. The Spirit of you is eternal.

1995-0811-380

What about the soul?

1995-0811-381

That is eternal as well.

1995-0811-382

What's the difference between the spirit and the soul?

1995-0811-383

The soul is what you believe as the collective repository of experience. The Spirit
is the energy that activates all of creation, and yet there is not separation.

1995-0811-384

Who do we belong to?

1995-0811-385

They who, the souls?

1995-0811-386

The souls.

1995-0811-387

The souls are yet a belief in this point of focus. It is as we have explained to the
other one about the drops of water that see themselves to be individual and yet
make up all of the ocean.

1995-0811-388

So, getting back to the point of duality here, with the specific identification with
form has come the belief in duality, the belief in fear and that there could be
Love that is forever, but that there is fear that is attached to what is changing,
that can be changed. The changeable and the changeless, that has given you
because of the development, the evolvement of the belief in identification with
form, it has given you duality and all of the gradations in between. It is a subtly,
it is something that you do not sit usually and ponder. It is premise from which
you habitually make choice, but now you are asking to understand the premise
from which you have habitually made choice, and it is a belief in duality that has
sprung from the belief, the identification with your creation, with the body, with
the form. Whatever form you are expressing with for indeed you have expressed
with different kinds of bodies, of forms.

1995-0811-389

So there is still a very deeply held belief in duality that says, "Well, if I take it
another step further there is God and there are the forces of darkness." But
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that all rests upon the premise of duality which has come from identification,
very specific identification.
1995-0811-390

Whose identification?

1995-0811-391

Yours.

1995-0811-392

So if I choose to say that there is no good or evil, there is none? But does it still
exist whether I choose to believe it or not?

1995-0811-393

You bring forth all of your reality from your belief.

1995-0811-394

But my reality is not God's Reality.

1995-0811-395

That's true.

1995-0811-396

God's Reality is, is Reality. My reality is just what I perceive it to be. God's
Reality is Truth. Above all there is no dual reality with God's Truth.

1995-0811-397

Right.

1995-0811-398

It is definite.

1995-0811-399

Yes, it is.

1995-0811-400

And it is finite.

1995-0811-401

It is.

1995-0811-402

So it's my perception that is duality. It is God, the Father's totality.

1995-0811-403

You've got it. So what you decree within your belief system is what you
experience.

1995-0811-404

But I wish to experience the Love of God, the Father.

1995-0811-405

Very good. You may do that.

1995-0811-406

And how may I do that?

1995-0811-407

By seeing everything through the eyes of the Father.

1995-0811-408

I can't do that if I have a dual....

1995-0811-409

No, you cannot.

1995-0811-410

I need the eyes of the Father.

1995-0811-411

Yes.

1995-0811-412

I don't have those.

1995-0811-413

But they are available to you in every moment.

1995-0811-414

And how to I acquire them?
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1995-0811-415

Through Love, through practice, through choosing anew. Each time someone stands
before you to see beyond behavior, to see beyond appearance and to see with the
eyes of the Father.

1995-0811-416

Can I ask Him for it?

1995-0811-417

Yes.

1995-0811-418

Will He give it to me?

1995-0811-419

He never withholds, yes. Ask and ye shall receive, it is yours already. So be it.

1995-0811-420

Name it and claim it.

1995-0811-421

Yep, you've got it.

1995-0811-422

Beloved elder I believe we will call completion to this evening rather than
breaking it.

1995-0811-423

It has been my grand joy to converse with you in this manner, to do what is
known as the rapping. To play with all of the questions of the mind as the toddler
plays with all of the individual toys and then to bring all of those questions to
the place of the heart in fullness that knows the love of the Father, that knows
integration and knows the peace.

1995-0811-424

You are the Love of the Father walking incarnate upon this plane. You are the
heart of the Father beating, expressing always. Allow yourselves to connect with
that in consciousness, to know that you are the Christ upon this plane. For indeed
you are my messengers and you have decreed that you will usher in now a time of
grand remembrance. You will do it in various ways. You will have the activities,
the projects, the different ones that the heart calls you to.

1995-0811-425

Know that you are unlimited in what the heart calls you to do. Do not limit what
you think you can do. Call upon me and ask me, "How do you see this?" Do not
look upon anything with historical perspective of how it has been in the past. For
that will keep you in the past. But allow yourself to be in unlimited thinking,
dreaming. To live from that space. Do not hinder what Love can do upon this
plane. That is truly the desire of your heart and you know that.

1995-0811-426

You are Love, right here, right now. That is why you have found yourself making
choice to bring even the forms into this gathering this evening. Go from this place
knowing that whatever you brought in as image, self-image, has been
transformed. Know that you are complete and whole. Know that you can go with
the freedom of the heart, to dream, to envision, to enact. Play as the Child that
you are.

1995-0811-427

Right.

1995-0811-428

For that is what this is all about. The world would not say that your experience
can be play. The world would say that it must be heavy, must of responsibility
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where perhaps you could make a wrong choice, and yet that speaks of duality,
does it not? The world is full of duality and yet you are the Christ who has come
to say, "I will know oneness. I will know that I and the Father are one and I will
bring that remembrance of oneness into conscious awareness."
1995-0811-429

It is a grand work that we do together even in this evening we have done what
you would see as a work because there have been shifts in perceptions. There has
been baggage that has been released. There have been dreams that have been
energized. There have been many constrictions of image, what has been held to
be a truth. Many constrictions that have been loosened, and the mind has played
with the concepts, the various concepts until the heart has said, "Enough already.
I know the Truth of my being. I am." And that is who you are. I AM. Love
forever, the Christ forever.

1995-0811-430

Know that you are loved with an everlasting love because you are that love and
you can never be without it. You take it with you as you into every event, every
circumstance, every interrelationship. When the questions of the world will come
and knock upon the door of the mind and will clamor for attention, allow yourself
to return quickly unto the place of peace within the heart and there abiding in
silence, to listen for the still small voice. The still small voice that is changeless
and speaks from your inner wisdom. Then comes from that place of peace, of love,
of centeredness, as the guidance will direct and go with the joy of the holy Child.

1995-0811-431

So be it.

